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Papers relating to the life and work engineer Karl Culmann, 1821-
1881, assembled by Max Steinhaus (MS), c.1965-1975, the originals 
of which are deposited at the Eidgenössiche Technisch Hochschule 
(ETH), Zurich 

1     Culmann's journey through England, Wales and 
Ireland, 1848-9

  /1a c.1850 Technische Reisebesschreibung a: England / K. 
Culmann. [Includes description of visits to Ireland and 
Wales] 

71 leaves, in German; photocopy of MS's photocopy. 
Holograph original held in ETH library

  /1b 1848-9 Technische Notizen zur Reisebeschreibung: England / 
K. Culmann. [Includes freehand sketches and some 
detailed technical information. Annotated by MS] 

44 leaves + 1tp; photocopy of MS's photocopy. 
Holograph original held in ETH library

  /1c 1968 [Itinerary of Culmann's visit to England, 1849-50 / 
[Compiled by] MS [from /1a above] 

1 sheet, in English; photocopy of MS's original 

  /1d 1968 Excerpts from ms. translation [of] C. Culmann … 
Journey to England / MS 

9 sheets; original with MS

  /1e 1968? [Sketches from K. Culmann's Technische Notizen … 
(/1b above) / collated & annotated by] MS. [Contains 
photocopies from the original ms. with titles to each 
drawing, in English, by MS. Includes 1 sheet of 
drawings re Belgium. Similar to /2d below] 

12 sheets; photocopy of MS's original

2     Culmann's journey through America, 1849-50 

  /2a 1850 Technische Reisebeschreibung b: America / K. 
Culmann. [p. 147 bears material added by MS in 1967] 

169 leaves, in German; photocopy. Holograph original 
held in ETH library

  /2b 1849-50 Technische Notizen zur Reisebeschreibung: Amerika / 
K. Culmann. [Includes 2 sketches by Culmann] 

135 leaves + tp.; photocopy. Holograph original held in 
ETH library

  /2ci 1968? Itinerary [of Culmann's visit to America] / MS and H J 
Straessler. [Compiled from /2b above. English version 



of /2cii below] 

2 leaves + printed map; photocopy of MS's original 

  /2cii 1968? [ --- as /2ci above ---] / MS and Hans Jacob Strässler 

9 sheets, in German; photocopy of MS's original 

  /2d 1968? [Sketches from K. Culmann's Technische Notizen (/2b 
above) / collated & annotated by] MS. [Similar to /1e 
above] 

21 sheets; photocopy of MS's original

3   1960-78? [Biographical notes on K. Culmann / compiled by] MS 

10 sheets, in English & German; photocopy of mss. 

4   c.1970-75 [Published papers on K. Culmann by MS] 

7 papers; reprint or photocopy

5   - [MS's working papers on KC's career] 

1 large file of notes etc re Culmann's life, the history of 
wood technology and wood structures (especially 
wooden bridge.) Includes some details of MS's career 
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